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ABSTRACT

Users usually authenticate to mobile devices before using
them (e.g. PIN, password), but devices do not do the same to
users. Revealing the authentication secret to a non-authenticated device potentially enables attackers to obtain the secret, by
replacing the device with an identical-looking malicious device. The revealed authentication secret could be transmitted
to the attackers immediately, who then conveniently authenticate to the real device. Addressing this attack scenario, we
analyze different approaches towards mobile device-to-user
(D2U) authentication, for which we provide an overview of
advantages/drawbacks, potential risks and device authentication data bandwidth estimations. We further analyze vibration
as one D2U feedback channel that is unobtrusive and hard to
eavesdrop, including a user study to estimate vibration pattern
recognition using a setup of ∼7 bits per second (b/s). Study
findings indicate that users are able to distinguish vibration
patterns with median correctness of 97.5% (without taking
training effects into account) – which indicates that vibration
could act as authentication feedback channel and should be
investigated further in future research.
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INTRODUCTION

Nowadays, personal mobile devices have access to a vast
amount of private data and services worth protecting. Therefore, mobile devices are usually locked when idle and have to
be unlocked before usage (e.g. by entering a PIN, password
or unlock pattern). Although users frequently authenticate to
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devices before usage, devices usually don’t do the same to
users (e.g. revealing a shared secret to users, so that they are
assured that the device is in fact the correct one). This potentially enables attackers to obtain the unlocking secret by using
identical-looking, but malicious devices. In case users try to
authenticate with such a malicious device (which is under the
remote control of attackers), their authentication secret would
be revealed and could be transmitted to attackers immediately.
If the attackers have brought the original device under their
control previously, the obtained secret could be used to further
unlock the real device.
As such an attack using malicious devices works by deceiving
users (similar to web-based phishing attacks), we refer to these
attacks as phishing hardware attacks, and to the devices simply
as phishing hardware. As with all phishing attacks – including
mobile phishing hardware attacks – the malicious instance just
needs to mock the real instance until authentication credentials
have been revealed. It is already too late if users recognize
moments later that they are interacting with a wrong device –
especially, if the real device is already out of their reach.
Additional issues are that a) virtually all mobile device models
are strongly standardized (including possible customizations
in software and look-and-feel), and identical copies of all
these models can be easily obtained by attackers; b) phishing
hardware attacks cause devices to be swapped – hence for
attackers there is no loss in terms of hardware; and c) individual/personal customization (e.g. screen wall paper, sounds,
even hardware customizations as stickers on the device) could
as well be duplicated easily by attackers for the mock device.
Obtaining information about the target device and its features
for creating phishing hardware can be done by attackers without physical access to the device, e.g. by inconspicuously
taking pictures of the phone (e.g. while it is lying on a table).
Mobile devices authenticating to their users (as users do to
mobile devices) would be an effective measure against such
attacks. We therefore focus on device-to-user (D2U) authentication for frequent and “everyday” usage, specially for mobile
devices, which attackers could replace more easily with phishing hardware than traditional computers. In this paper, we
provide an overview of possible D2U authentication concepts,
including vibration, which – in comparison to other potential
channels – is harder to eavesdrop. Summarizing, the contributions of this paper are:

• We provide an overview of possible D2U authentication
approaches and compare their advantages and drawbacks,
including estimated bandwidth and possible risks (see section ).
• We analyze vibration as one such D2U feedback channel in
detail, including a user study on how well vibration patterns
can be distinguished (see section ).
DEVICE-TO-USER AUTHENTICATION

Mutual authentication principles (both parties authenticating with each other) are well established in machine-tomachine (M2M) communication, such as web technologies
(e.g. TLS [10]). In contrast to M2M authentication, userto-device (U2D) or device-to-user (D2U) authentication is
limited by certain human factors, such as cognitive load (the
effort and difficulty of remembering long and complex secrets), limited channel bandwidth (exchange of larger portions
of information takes longer), and computational limitations
(e.g. cryptographic mathematics, which humans can hardly do
without aid of computers).
As with most security mechanisms involving human factors,
on the one hand, these limitations result in a trade-off between
security and usability: increasing security decreases usability
and vice versa [2]. On the other hand, with D2U authentication
currently de facto not being employed on mobile devices, even
authentication approaches focusing on usability at the cost of
security will cause a security gain.
Related Work

One approach to D2U authentication is by devices visually
revealing secret information to users to ensure they can be
trusted. One example are web-based banking systems, where
after logging in, users are presented a previously defined secret
to ensure authenticity of the service they are interacting with.
Another example is displaying variations of secret images to
the user to assure authenticity of user interfaces and computer
systems [12, 13]. The main drawback of such approaches
is being prone to shoulder surfing attacks (an attacker visually observing secret information revealed to the user by the
device – without requiring physical access to the device).
Other related approaches deal with human verifiable authentication on pairing devices (e.g. Bluetooth pairing in general [4])
or pairing of devices with restricted in- and output capabilities
(e.g. pressing a button on device A in the same pattern a LED
blinks on device B [7] or shaking devices together [9]). In contrast to these mechanisms, which are intended to be employed
once during device pairing (hence, reduced usability is experienced only once and the risk of e.g. being shoulder surfed can
be avoided by additional effort), our approach is intended to be
used frequently. Consequently, usability drawbacks through
additional effort would impact users more frequently.
Device-to-User Authentication Approaches

Combining capabilities of current mobile devices and human
sensing, different D2U authentication approaches seem possible (see table 1). All of them could be employed standalone
or merged into a single hybrid approach. Further, all of these
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Table 1: Possible D2U authentication approaches with strong
(+), weak (o) and few/no correlation (-) with human sensing
capabilities.
could be used for the device revealing authentication information to the user before, during, or after the user authenticates
to the device.
Visual

One obvious D2U authentication is to show authentication
information visually, e.g. on the mobile device display. Notification elements could be used as well (e.g. the LED usually
indicating the reception of messages or calls). While displays
feature higher channel bandwidth, notification elements could
show information even when the screen is off (which does
not seem to be an advantage in terms of security). Similar to
the concept of showing a secure authentication image to the
user [12, 13], this approach is prone to shoulder surfing.
Sound

Analogous to using visual information, authentication information can be revealed via sound. For example, HAPADEP [15]
uses a human recognizable MIDI codec transporting 240 bits
of information in 3.4 s (∼70 b/s), which seems sufficient for
D2U authentication tasks. Similarly to visual approaches,
sound is prone to attackers observing authentication information without physical access to the device.
Vibration

Information emitted by device vibrators can conceptually be
observed by a) feeling the vibration and b) hearing noise
caused by vibrators – given a quiet environment. In contrast
to previous concepts, vibration cannot be visually observed by
attackers, which is a valuable advantage in terms of security. It
further is unobtrusive as users don’t need to look at the screen
or have to listen to sounds in a possibly noisy environment. A
drawback is attackers potentially being able to observe vibration pattern sounds in quiet environments. We are currently
not aware of any research stating channel bandwidth of users
distinguishing vibration patterns. This is, together with its
favorable security properties, why we conduct a user study
on evaluating how well preliminary vibration patterns can be
recognized by users (see section ).
Interlock authentication

For all mentioned possible D2U authentication channels, there
exist multiple variants of how to integrate D2U authentication with U2D authentication. The first is to have the device
authenticate to the user before the user authenticates to the
device. On the one hand, this ensures users that it is the correct
device they are revealing their authentication secret to. On the
other hand, in case attackers get physical access to the device
(without being aware of the user authentication secret, so they
cannot unlock the device), they would be able to observe the
D2U authentication secret – and could later mock it too, using

a phishing hardware device. If instead the user authenticates to
the device first, and afterwards the device to the user, phishing
hardware attacks are possible, as the device only authenticates
after the user authentication secret has been fully revealed.
A more promising variant would be using the interleaving
“interlock” information exchange [6, 11] to integrate user-todevice and D2U authentication. Interleaving authentication
information is well known and in active use in a variety of
areas (e.g. to prevent different types of attacks on network communication and key exchange protocols [8, 16]). Interleaving
could start with the device revealing the first authentication
part to the user, right before the user starts authentication to
the device (e.g. when the screen is turned on). Successive
parts would be revealed only if the user enters correct authentication information. Here, the difficulty could again lie with
the human factor: users experience a potentially increased
authentication effort and are required to stop entering further
authentication information to the device, if the device does not
reveal itself as their trusted device.
VIBRATION PATTERN RECOGNITION

There exist several studies of M2M communication using
mobile device vibration as communication channel, which
state the channel bandwidth in the range of 10s b/s [18] to
100s b/s [1, 3, 14]. In contrast to M2M communication, at the
time of writing, we are not aware of any vibration channel
bandwidth analysis that involves humans and devices (e.g.
how much information a human can possibly extract from
machine vibration patterns). We therefore conduct a user study
to evaluate how well a preliminary vibration code for D2U
authentication can be correctly recognized by participants.
Preliminary Vibration Code

The main limitation of vibration for user friendly D2U authentication is duration: if authentication takes noticeably longer
when incorporating device authentication, the vibration feedback will possibly not be employed by users. As mobile U2D
authentication usually takes in the range of 1.5–3.5 s (depending on the employed unlocking approach) [5, 17], we restrict
ourselves to a window of this size. For example, using a 4
digit PIN for user authentication with an estimated duration of
2 s would result in revealing the next digit to the device about
every 0.5 s. This 0.5 s window could be used to reveal a part
of the D2U authentication information via vibration. Based
on these limitations and a preceding, preliminary study on
which vibration types and timings are easy to be distinguished
correctly, a prototypical vibration test code was derived. Consequently, with more in-depth insights to human vibration
pattern recognition capabilities this code (and its bandwidth)
could likely be improved.
The preliminary vibration code contains 1–2 groups of vibrations, with each group consisting of up to 3 single vibrations
(see figure 1). The second group in allowed to be empty (containing no vibrations), while the first group must contain at
least one vibration. This results in our test code being able
to transport one of a total of 3 · 4 = 12 different patterns per
transmission. Vibration and pauses between vibrations of the
same group are of 60 ms duration. Pauses between vibrations
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Figure 1: Example pattern “3 2” from our preliminary vibration code, with 0 and 1 indication no vibration and vibration,
respectively.
of different groups are of 200 ms duration. This setup results
in an average pattern duration of 465 ms, which would be
within the hypothetic 0.5 s time frame for feedback with a 4
digit PIN entered in 2 s – and which results in a bandwidth
of ∼7.7 b/s. Subsequently, we depict patterns as the amount
of vibrations contained in each group, e.g. “3 2” for the first
group containing 3, the second 2 vibrations, or “2” the first
group containing two vibrations and the second being empty.
Vibration Pattern Recognition Study Setup

The preliminary vibration code has been implemented in an
Android application1 for the successive user study. The application features two modes: in trial mode, users can trigger
all different vibrations as they wish and learn how they feel.
In test mode, users are assigned a randomly chosen vibration
pattern and have to decide for further, also randomly chosen
vibration patterns, if this was their assigned pattern.
12 people participated in the study and were allowed to try
out the application in trial mode as long as they wished. Each
participant did at least 12 vibration patterns recognition sets in
test mode, where for each test set they were assigned a random
pattern and had to decide for 16 further random patterns (which
they could trigger only once), if it was their assigned pattern.
The probability of the test pattern being the assigned pattern
5
was set to 16
. This setup resulted in 898 and 1614 recognitions
of assigned and non-assigned patterns, respectively2 .
Vibration Pattern Recognition Results

Vibration pattern recognition rates over all users (see figure 2a)
indicate that our vibration patterns can successfully be distinguished. There seems to be no trend of shorter or longer patterns being recognized correctly with higher probability. The
distribution of recognition correctness over assigned and presented patterns (see figure 2b) indicates their assigned patterns
are likely recognized correctly if presented to users (median
correctness of 97.5%). It further indicates that correctly recognizing non-similar patterns as being different is even likelier
(e.g. patterns such as “1” and “3 3” have been distinguished
without a single error). But it also indicates, that there is a tendency of users to incorrectly recognize non-assigned patterns
as their assigned ones, if patterns are similar. For example,
pattern “2” and “2 1” have frequently been mis-recognized
as “1 1” (error rates of 27% and 9%), pattern “1 3” as “1 2”
1 The application code is open source and publicly available at
BLINDED.
2 Detailed study results are publicly available at BLINDED.

(a)

devices, as it cannot be observed visually by attackers. Consequently, we evaluated how well users are able to distinguish
vibration patterns on mobile devices, using a preliminary vibration code of ∼7.7 b/s in a user study. Results show that
users were able to distinguish vibration patterns with average correctness of 97.5%. Further, they confirm intuition that
patterns observed as being more similar to each other also
seem harder to be distinguished correctly. From these findings
we conclude that vibration could act as valuable and potentially hard-to-eavesdrop D2U authentication feedback channel.
Participants further stated they used hearing vibration patters
too to decide if it was their assigned pattern. Consequently,
future research should investigate i.a. human vibration pattern
recognition capabilities by only hearing or feeling them – with
the latter representing a possible attack scenario of attackers
in quiet environments observing vibration authentication information by hearing it. Therefore, future research should
investigate the design of robust and distinguishable vibration
patterns as well as secure exchange of information between
users and devices, with the whole process being user verifiable
and user friendly.
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Figure 2: Participants’ recognition rates of vibrations patterns
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